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Guest

DESIGN ANTONIO RODRIGUEZ

LACIVIDINA, ITALY

Guest modular sofa system designed by Antonio Rodriguez responds to the needs of the

commercial contract and residential markets with its substantial dimensions and

enormous scope for flexible combinations to suit any exacting environment. There are

soft, simple lines in this sitting landscape, which presents outstanding aesthetic value and

quality to meet the design demands of the contemporary world.

The iconic, fluid Guest sofa is sophisticated, welcoming and packed with style features

that will make it the centre of attention in any living area. It can fit marvelously into any

architectural surrounding and its modularity makes it ideal for large lounges, as well as for

adding style and personality to private settings. Guest is an ode to the purest elegance and

a master class in style. While it has undeniable breadth, it avoids excessive volume and

superfluous details such as stitching, which has been limited to the bare minimum to give

it a peerlessly refined appearance.

There are 23 items of different shapes and sizes in the collection, for maximum flexibility.

They make Guest a truly versatile product because they can be matched together in an

array of modular solutions. The strong personality of the range always shines through,

regardless of whether a single unit is used or large, complex combinations are formed.

PRICING

$3295 — $13910 Trade pricing ex GST

Min = entry level, max = premium finishes

Contact us for volume pricing

LEADTIME

12–14 Weeks

WARRANTY

3 Year Structural

CERTIFICATION

ISO 9001 / UNI EN ISO 9001:2015

CATAS Member

FSC Certification

Product Stewardship Programme

https://ownworld.com.au/taxanomy_brands/lacividina/
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A simple yet sumptuous armchair, 2 or 3-seater sofas and a range of 700mm, 1000mm

and 1300mm diameter ottomans make up the initial collection with modular

components expanding into larger flexible settings.
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DIMENSIONS

Click to download

MATERIALS

Structure: Seat frame constructed from solid Beech wood

Upholstery: Fire retardant polyurethane foam, fixed covers, fully upholstered in house fabric/leather or COM/COL

Feet: Constructed from Black polypropylene
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